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When Lisa Sanders, a well-known Seattle art gallery owner, is found dead at a prestigious dinner

party, shock waves ripple through the local art community. For DeeDee Wilson, the death becomes

a personal tragedy, because the dinner party was the first ever event for her fledgling catering

business.On the following day, newspaper reports indicated the cause of death was possibly

poisoning, but could it have come from the food she served the guests? In order to save her

business and protect her reputation, DeeDee has to find out how Lisa, the art gallery owner, died,

and if it was murder, who did it and why?Could it have been the smarmy competing gallery owner

who was jealous of Lisa's success in getting a top art glass artisan to exhibit in her gallery? Or the

artist whose work she rejected because she didn't feel it was up to her standards? Was it the

disgruntled ex-girlfriend who was dumped by the man Lisa was currently seeing? Or was it a

museum employee who was fired by the woman who hosted the dinner party?Join DeeDee, Jake, a

private investigator she's developed a relationship with after her divorce, and her new dog, Balto, a

husky dog with a blue eye and a brown eye, as they try to save DeeDee's new business venture.
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What a delight! A new series set in the Northwest and it is eye opening. The detail of scenery and

background add to your involvement and the main characters are interesting and believable. As in

all Dianne's books, good characters, good story , some romance and mystery.Easy to read and

totally enjoyable.Keep up the good work Dianne.

I love Dianne Harman's books and have read many of them. This is my favorite! It's a great start to

a wonderful new series with likable characters. The chemistry between them--human and canine,

alike--is heartwarming. There's a great setting, good food, and an intriguing mystery. It's all

well-written and not to be put down.

I really enjoyed this new book. The conversations flowed well and Bainbridge Island sounds

wonderful. I like they way Ms. Harman gives us strong, believable female characters. I like that the

cozy mysteries are quick reads, but have a good story. The clues lead you on, as there is usually a

twist in the end. I am looking forward to more of this new series. I have read all and enjoyed all.

Grab a copy, settle in, an enjoy!

I live in eastern Washington so I really enjoyed your book about a places I'd like to visit more.

Thanks for another great book, I've read all of your books & I've enjoyed them ,at least the cozy

ones. I readed the coyote series but didn't enjoy them as much they were a little to deep & different

for my liking. But thanks for your hard work.

Another fantastic book by Dianne . This story is about the Art world, new characters, new mystery,

another awesome story being told..

This is a very nice story about a woman who tries to start a new life after getting divorced. After

deciding to start a business things become very complicated when a client is murdered. The plot is

actually pretty good but the story to reveal the plot is simplistic.

This was exciting! A divorce, then a move, a new business, then murder, a new dog, life on an

island and a ferry boat ride to get to Seattle, romance. Then a happy ending, it's what happens in

between all of the above that makes it a good cozy reader!



A lighthearted bit of romantic fluff mystery. Easy reading, a steady pace, nothing too complex but

interesting to the end.
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